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1. The brief

2. Campaign overview

The objective was to create and publish native content 
designed to engage and convert senior decision-makers 
from large commercial and investment banks in North 
America.
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3. Research

Our expert analysts used leading research tools, audience data and 

their knowledge to help WNS understand their target audience, 

provide wider industry insights and tailor this campaign to the right 

audience.

5 x bespoke articles hosted on the Tech Monitor website, with 

additional content targeting WNS’s desired audience across 
the full NSMG portfolio, including 50+ B2B sites.

2 x gated white papers used to generate leads.

Bespoke email marketing campaign, promoting content to 
3,000+ contacts.

Inclusion in newsletters across the network, namely, The New 
Statesman’s ‘Morning Call’ (sent daily), Tech Monitor’s ‘Changelog’ 
(sent weekly) and Capital Monitor’s ‘The Circular’ (sent twice weekly).



4. Account-based marketing

By using our extensive ABM knowledge, we helped identify and target WNS’s 
key accounts, and identified new prospects they might have missed.
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I liked how it was less about promoting WNS as a company and more about 
promoting our thought leadership and innovative thinking. The end product 

was very good.

Vice President - Strategic Growth Leader & Client Partner

“
”

5. Lead generation

Our campaign resulted in highly-qualified leads by using AI and advanced 
targeting alongside industry-leading content that matched WNS's campaign 
objectives.

7. Brand perception/amplification

Through top-of-the-funnel techniques across our portfolio of websites and products, 
we increased awareness of WNS and demonstrated this impact through data and 
analytics which resulted in tangible ROI.

6. Content production
Our journalists and expert writers created a range of content including 
white papers and video content. This connected WNS to their target 
audience and positioned them as thought leaders.



Our brands bring together content specifically created for high value audiences, giving them the 
information and resources they need to make smarter decisions.

PLUS ACCESS TO GLOBALDATA’S EXTENDED NETWORK OF 50+ INDUSTRY LEADING WEBSITES

GET IN TOUCH:

Email: leadmonitor@ns-mediagroup.com
Phone: +44 20 7936 6400 
Website: www.leadmonitor.ai
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